ABOUT
Make, DO Theatre are an energetic, up
and coming physical theatre ensemble
based in Huddersfield, West Yorkshire.
Our distinct movement style,
grown from our shared training
experience, ranges from the
detail of everyday movement to
the creation of large physical
landscapes, and we bring an energy
and presence to the stage which
resonates with audiences.
Make, DO Theatre’s performers
have trained with Sir Patrick Stewart,
John Britton, Frantic Assembly, IOU
Theatre, DUENDE, Michael Corbidge,
Nicolas Nunez, and more.
Make, DO Theatre is kindly
supported by IOU Theatre and
Proper Job Theatre Company.

Our aim is to
effect positive
social and cultural
change through
our work.

Definitely a
company to
watch
AUDIENCE MEMBER,
Little Change @ Brighouse Arts Festival ‘18
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PERFORMANCE
We are currently creating our debut
show, an original non-linear collage of
experiences using verbatim storytelling,
performance poetry, physical choreography
and an original soundtrack as a response
to the homeless crisis.
The general public feel powerless
to help the growing local homeless
community.
Make, DO Theatre want to give
a voice to people living with
homelessness in the UK, and build
bridges between the class divide.
We are looking for theatres and
festivals who would be interested
in commissioning and helping to
develop this important work for
and about their local area.

At least
320,000
people are
homeless
in Britain

We start with interviews with the
local homeless community, support
workers and general public, so the
piece will hold a particular local
relevance.
We are particularly interested in
using outdoor spaces, or theatres
with thrust or in-the-round stages.

www.theguardian.com/society/2018/nov/22/at-least-320000-homeless-people-in-britain-says-shelter
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PROGRAMMING
COMPANY

SPACE

7 performers (including director).

At least 6x6m.

AUDIENCE

We would like to use up to 20 litres
of water in the show and so the
stage space and possibly the first
few rows of audiences will get wet.

Urban and suburban audiences;
people who regularly take trips
to town and frequently experience
the homeless crisis happening
around them.
Anyone interested in dance,
poetry, documentary theatre,
political (left) theatre.
The show and workshop packages
would be perfect for community
groups, and any type of creative/
performing arts students age 16+.

TECHNICAL
In-house sound system where we
can play music through speakers.
Basic selection of pre-rigged
lighting if available.

TIMELINE
Interviews and Development
- 6-8 months.

AGE
Because of the candid nature
of the show we suggest an age
guidance of 16+.
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OUTREACH
A workshop programme runs
alongside the show, exploring
some of its key themes.

DEVISE

DISCUSS

A practical workshop that focuses
on cultivating an ensemble, devising
exercises, and most importantly,
how to use these exercises to create
your own work. Ideal for theatre
enthusiasts, students and anyone
looking to start choreographing
their own work.

Post-show Q&A sessions are available
with the director and cast on request.

WRITE

A fantastic way to
practice creative
approaches to
devising

Participants learn how to write their
own scripts and performance poetry
in response to different stimuli.
Great for beginners, community
groups, students, and anyone who
wants to write but doesn’t know
where to start.

Our Director
Emily is an
experienced
facilitator,
teacher and
actor trainer.

WRITE AND DEVISE PARTICIPANT,
Brighouse Arts Festival ‘18
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CONTACT
If you would like to support us in
developing this show in your area,
we would love to hear from you.
info@MakeDoTheatre.com

07885 716 872

@makedotheatre

@Make, Do Theatre

@makedotheatre
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